D a t aQ400
A perfect balance
between two worlds.
Are you looking for a quality,
cost-saving way to generate
company documents from your
AS/400?
DataQ400 is a revolutionary
solution that takes advantage of
the strengths of both the AS/400
and the PC.
Now create any document, such
as purchase orders, invoices
and checks, quickly and easily
and do away with costly
pre-printed forms.

Why Use DataQ400?
Improve the quality of your
key company documents.
Eliminate pre-printed forms
and save money.
Avoid costly and resourceconsuming AS/400-based
forms solutions.

Create your AS/400 forms with ease using DataQ400
A modern, cost-effective
solution for AS/400 forms
Consider DataQ400:
• Forms are created on the PC in
popular applications such as
Microsoft Word or Excel
• Data is sent from AS/400 application to PC applications
• Print invoices, purchase orders,
checks, letters and other documents with ease
• Eliminate costly pre-printed forms,
save money and create as many
forms as you need
• Protect AS/400 resources by
letting the PC do the work
Execute and manage PC applications from the AS/400
• Call any executable from the
AS/400, pass parameters and
verify results
• Synchronize PC jobs with those of
the AS/400
• Transfer files from the AS/400
to the PC
DataQ400 - A perfect balance
between two worlds
The AS/400’s strength lies in its
capacity to store huge amounts of
data and in the reliability of its applications. The AS/400 isn’t renowned,
on the other hand, for its ability to
create dynamic and impressive
documents. That’s where the PC
comes in. PC applications such as
Microsoft Word and Excel allow you
to add logos, backgrounds, fonts
and calculations, all of which AS/400
applications are not especially
suited for.
DataQ400 provides the bridge
between these two worlds.

Big savings
Chances are, if your company has
a large variety of forms, you could
save money with DataQ400. Instead
of purchasing pre-printed forms for
your invoices, purchase orders and
form letters, create all of your forms in
PC applications. When a change or
new form is needed, you can implement it quickly and easily, without
spending a penny.
Conserve your resources
As well as money, you can economize your AS/400 resources by
sending print jobs to the PC to be
processed. The work is no longer
done by the AS/400 but by the PC.
A solution that doesn’t
require a revolution in
your information structure
With DataQ400, you take advantage of your existing investments.
DataQ400 does not require the purchase of additional hardware such as
special servers or printers. Once your
form has been created, send to any
printer on the network.
An Intelligent tool
DataQ400 is not just a simple
mapping and transfer tool. It is
capable of analyzing data and
depending on conditions you define,
may generate differing results in the

PC application. These may include
calculations, the addition of phrases
or paragraphs, images, etc.
Once DataQ400 has sent data to
the PC, the job isn’t over. DataQ400
monitors the outcome of the job. If a
problem arises on the PC, a message
will appear on the AS/400 alerting the
user or system administrator. The
user then has the option of either
cancelling the job or restarting where
it left off.
Other added-values
With DataQ400’s special
DataCommand function, you can call
any PC executable from the AS/400
scheduling device. For example, the
AS/400 can run pre-scheduled XL400
queries.
Use the DataTransfer function to
replicate AS/400 information on PC
database applications.
Painless installation
In less than three minutes, libraries
are restored to the AS/400 from the
PC. DataQ400 can communicate with
any AS/400 independent of the connection type: TCP/IP, APPC, SNA
Server, etc.
Download a trial version
today at www.symtrax.com
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